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Abstract: Massive multiple-input-multiple-output (MMIMO) in the mmWave band is an essential
technique to achieve the desired performance for 5G new radio (NR) systems. To employ mmWave
MMIMO technology, an important challenge is maintaining seamless mobility to users because we
need to consider beam-switching within a cell besides the handover between cells. For mobility
management in 5G NR systems, 3GPP specified a beam-level-mobility scheme that includes
beam pairing and maintenance between a transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) pair. We propose a
unific-measurement report based mobility management scheme for improved radio-link-failure
(RLF) rate and the accuracy of the Tx-Rx-beam-pair (TRP) selection with low overhead in 5G
mmWave MMIMO networks where both handover and beam-switching are required. Furthermore,
we modeled a finite-state-machine (FSM) for a user terminal to evaluate performance gain based on
a system-level-simulation (SLS). We use the FSM-based Monte-Carlo SLS for the experiment and
compare the performance of the proposed scheme with that of existing schemes in the scenario
where both beam and cell-level-mobility are necessary. We show that the proposed scheme
achieves an improvement in terms of the 3-dB loss probabilities representing the accuracy of the
TRP selection, signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR), and RLF rates with a lower signaling
overhead compared to existing methods.

Keywords: 5G NR systems; mmWave; massive MIMO; mobility management; handover;
beam management; beam switching

1. Introduction

Fifth-generation (5G) new radio (NR)—the first stage of the 5G systems—has led to various
user-experience services, shorter latency, and higher user data traffic compared to the previous
generation mobile communication systems such as LTE/LTE-A. These remarkable successes have been
enabled by various techniques such as massive multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems
and network slicing in various communication layer technologies [1,2]. For the application of
massive MIMO, employing an extremely high-frequency band is a highly effective technique
in 5G NR to facilitate a significantly reduced antenna size and mitigated interferences due to
significant propagation-pass-loss [3,4]. To shape several beams using a massive number of antenna
elements such as a uniform-linear-array (ULA) in the mmWave environment, a useful technique
is mapping the one-logical port based on several antennas to a one-synchronization-symbol-burst
(SSB) beam [5]. To exploit multi-beam-based architecture with narrow beam coverage in massive
MIMO networks, we need to investigate beam switching (BS) schemes that have not been seriously
investigated previously.
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1.1. Mobility Management Framework in 5G NR

In the next-generation-Node-B (gNB) of multi-beam architecture, there is a significantly
increased number of measurements for network management including handover or beam switching.
Multiple-beam architecture leads to independently small coverage with respect to each beam.
Therefore, supporting seamless user-mobility based on multiple-beam operation scenarios is an
important issue in massive MIMO networks [6,7]. At the initial stage of 5G technologies, the research
was focused to improve handover performance [8–14]. In the multi-beams architecture, mobility
management has been defined based on “cell-level mobility” and “beam-level mobility” after release
15 [15]. Cell-level mobility is the handover process where the user establishes a new connection to a
new cell for better quality-of-service (QoS). Beam-level mobility is the procedure in which the user
establishes a new data-path to a new beam within the same cell coverage.

1.2. Beam Management Technique Framework for 5G Mobility Management

Multiple-beam within a cell need to be carefully managed to maintain high-quality data
communications and seamless intra-cell mobility [16]. There are various schemes for supporting
beam management, e.g., beam sweeping, beam measurement, beam reporting, beam determination,
beam maintenance, and beam failure recovery [17,18]. To improve mobility performance in beam
management, various techniques have been proposed [17–26]. The framework of beam management
and the antenna structure are summarized in [17]. Reference [19] focuses on beam management at
the initial access (IA) stage. Reference [20] summarizes the existing techniques for beam-switching
methods in IA, where a new searching method to detect a beam to reduce outage probability and
power consumption was proposed. Reference [21] shows experimental throughput results under
indoor scenarios with a beam channel environment. Reference [22] proposes a new physical channel
model to report beam measurement. Reference [23,24] focuses on a beam tracking method for
supporting beam-level mobility. Reference [18] described the spectral efficiency result in a single-cell
and the multiple-beam environment with three different beam reporting schemes. Reference [25]
proposed a simplified downlink command for beam-mobility, and a measurement report for a beam
refinement scheme was also reported. Furthermore, [26] investigated a beam-selection method to
enhance the throughput; however, a realistic mobility procedure was not considered. Although these
studies propose effective beam reporting and beam switching schemes for mobility enhancement
in a multi-beams environment, further research is necessary for practical implementation such as
ultra-dense-networks (UDN) of a typical 5G environment. Especially because [18,25] described two
main categories in terms of beam reporting methods, the mobility performance of further research
needs to be compared to that of these two main categories. Both beam-level mobility and cell-level
mobility occur in practical mobile communication systems; therefore, the performance evaluation of
mobility management in the practical environment of 5G networks is required [27,28].

1.3. Contribution

In this paper, we proposed a unific-measurement-report (MR) scheme based 5G mobility
management for both beam-level mobility and cell-level mobility. Based on a unific MR, both serving
and adjacent cells are involved in intra/inter-cell beam management. In addition, we model a novel
finite-state-machine (FSM) for 5G users, which is extended from the user state machine of conventional
LTE/LTE-A networks [28]. With this FSM model, we can evaluate performance metrics via Monte
Carlo system-level-simulation (SLS) to reflect a practical 5G NR system. We compare our work to
previous works such as [18,25] in terms of performance metrics such as downlink/uplink overhead,
3-dB loss probability, and RLF rates. That is, we compare the mobility performance of our proposed
scheme to that of the existing two main beam-reporting schemes in the practical 5G environments.
We show that the proposed scheme outperforms previous works in terms of mobility performance
such as system overhead, the accuracy of transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) beam-pair (TRP) selection,
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and radio-link-failure (RLF) rates. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the system model is
described in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe our unific MR-based mobility algorithm. Our improved
FSM is proposed in Section 4. The numerical results are shown in Section 5. The conclusions of this
work are provided in Section 6.

2. System Model

2.1. Beam Shaping Model for Massive MIMO Networks

We describe how to design a beam with the ULA antenna based on the active antenna array
system (AAS) as shown in [29,30]. We describe an antenna array radiation pattern, and explain the
beam pattern based on the obtained antenna array radiation pattern. The antenna array radiation
pattern, AA(·) is a combination of the element radiation pattern, AE(·) and the array factor, AF(·).
We define the antenna array radiation pattern AA(·) with a vertical and horizontal angle pair (θ, φ) as

AA(θs, φs, θ, φ) = AE(θ, φ) + AF(θs, φs, θ, φ), (1)

where θs, φs are the vertical and horizontal angle pair of main-beam lobes, respectively. AE(·) is an
element radiation pattern and AF(·) is an array factor with n× n elements.

2.1.1. Element Radiation Pattern

The element radiation pattern AE(·) is described as

AE(θ, φ) = GE,max −min[−{AE,V(θ) + AE,H(φ)}, Am], (2)

where GE,max = 8 dBi is the maximum directional gain of antenna elements. AE,V(·) and AE,H(·) are
vertical and horizontal element patterns, respectively. Furthermore, Am = 30 dB is a front-back ratio.
In particular, the vertical element pattern is obtained as

AE,V(θ) = −min

[
12
(

θ − 90◦

θ3dB

)2
, SLAv

]
, (3)

where θ3dB = 65◦ is the vertical 3 dB beamwidth, and SLAv = 30 dB is the side-lobe level limit.
In addition, the horizontal element pattern is obtained as

AE,H(φ) = −min

[
12
(

φ− 90◦

φ3dB

)2
, Am

]
, (4)

where φ3dB = 65◦ is the horizontal 3 dB beamwidth.

2.1.2. Array Factor for Antenna Array Radiation Pattern

The array factor AF(·) can be described as

AF(θs, φs, θ, φ) = 10log10

1 + ρ ·
∣∣∣∣∣ NH

∑
p=1

NV

∑
r=1

a · wp,r · vp,r

∣∣∣∣∣
2

− 1

 , (5)

where NH and NV are the number of antenna elements in the horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively. Because we consider the practical ULA, we assume eight for both NH and NV . The
parameter, ρ is a correlation level and it is assumed to be unity. a equals 1/

√
NH NV , which is a

constant amplitude because we assume an equal and fixed amplitude for all antenna elements. p and r
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are indices of the antenna elements in both directions. Then, we describe the beamforming components
wp,r and vp,r as

wp,r = e−j2π
(
(r−1) dV

λ cosθs+(p−1) dH
λ sinθssinφs

)
,

vp,r = ej2π
(
(r−1) dV

λ cosθ+(p−1) dH
λ sinθsinφ

)
,

(6)

where λ is a wavelength of the employed band frequency, dV and dH are spacing distances between the
vertical and horizontal elements of the antenna array, respectively. In our system model, we assume
evenly spaced two-dimensional plane antenna. Therefore, both dV and dH are λ/2.

2.1.3. Beam Pattern Model Based on Antenna Array Radiation Pattern

We consider the S sectors (i.e., cells) in a single gNB. Furthermore, each sector activates at least 1
horizontal main beams from the set of main beam candidates, L = {0, · · · , L− 1}. To guarantee the
equal angular distance of each main-beam, we defined the horizontal main-beam factor as follows:

Gt(l) = τAA(θs, φs, θ, φ),

φs =
360◦

S
(

l
L− 1

), ∀l ∈ L,
(7)

where l is a beam-index in the sector, L is the maximum number of the beam candidates, and τ is an
on–off factor. In addition, θs and θ are 90◦ because we consider the environment that vertical angle
is always 90◦. We represent the beam pattern of each beam-index in case of S = 3 and L = 3. i.e.,
φs = −40◦, 0◦, 40◦ cases as shown in Figure 1. We can confirm that the degree of the main beam is the
same as the degree where we obtain the maximum-gain points.

2.2. Channel Model

To describe the channel model, we clarify the deployment of the cells and their attachment to
the users. We consider 5G massive MIMO networks with K small cells. The sets of cells are denoted
by K = {1, · · · , K}. There are I users in the system, including Is stationary users and Im = I − Is

moving users, which are denoted by Im = {1, · · · , Im} and Is = {Im + 1, · · · , I}, respectively. Let I =

Im ∪ Is = {1, · · · , I} define the set of all users. Furthermore, we consider the scenario where only
1-standing users are associated with the only 1-cell to activate at least an 1 beam of all cells.

2.2.1. SINR Definitions

We can define the downlink signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR) at i-th user from all
cells as

γ(i) =
p(ks)gt(ls)h(ks, i)

n(i) + ∑K
k 6=ks ∑L p(k)gt(l)h(k, i) + ∑L

l 6=ls p(ks)gt(l)h(ks, i)
, ∀k ∈ K, ∀l ∈ L, ∀i ∈ I , (8)

where ks and ls are the indices of the serving cell and the serving-beam for the i-th user, respectively,
and gt(·) is the linear scale value of Gt(·). p(k) is the Tx power of the cell. Furthermore, h(k, i) is a
distance-based channel gain between the k-th cell and i-th user. We consider pathloss, shadow fading,
small-scale fading, and the user received antenna gain for calculating h(k, i).
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Figure 1. Example of the beam pattern in relation to L = 3 case. (a) beam pattern configuration
in Cartesian (left plot) and polar (right plot) coordinate systems with Gt(0), (b) beam pattern
configuration in Cartesian (left plot) and polar (right plot) coordinate systems with Gt(1), (c) beam
pattern configuration in Cartesian (left plot) and polar (right plot) coordinate systems with Gt(2).

2.2.2. Probabilistic Path Loss Model

We consider massive MIMO networks with the mmWave band, and therefore we used a realistic
28 GHz channel assessment described in [31–39]. The mmWave frequencies are much sensitive to any
line-of-sight (LOS) or non-LOS (NLOS) condition that exists in the channel link. Furthermore, there is
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a possibility that there is no available link between Tx and Rx, and such a channel link is said to be in
outage. We can use the probability function to find a channel condition as shown below [31,32]:

pOUT(d) = max
(

0, 1− e−aoutd+bout
)

, (9)

pLOS(d) = (1− pout(d)) e−aLOSd, (10)

pNLOS(d) = 1− pout(d)− pLOS(d), (11)

where aout, bout, and aLOS are outage and LOS coefficients, respectively, and the values are obtained by
measured data in [31]. With this probabilistic model, we define the distance pathloss model based on
an alpha-beta-gamma model as [31,37]:

LLOS(d) = αLOS + 10βLOSlog10(d) + ξLOS, (12)

LNLOS(d) = αNLOS + 10βNLOSlog10(d) + ξNLOS, (13)

where LLOS(d), LNLOS(d) are dB scale values in relation to d in meters. Furthermore, αLOS, αNLOS,
βLOS, and βNLOS represent measured data in [31]. ξLOS and ξNLOS are shadow-fading variables.

2.2.3. Fading Model

We use a shadow-fading model based on the 28-GHz fading measurement data [32].
The distribution of shadow-fading follows a log-normal distribution. Furthermore, the standard
deviation of the shadow-fading is different in the LOS and NLOS cases [32]. This can be represented as

ξLOS ∼ N (0, σ2
LOS), (14)

ξNLOS ∼ N (0, σ2
NLOS), (15)

where standard deviations σLOS and σNLOS are expressed in decibel units. Next, we define small-scale
fading. From the measured data in [33], we can use the Rayleigh-fading model for each link.

2.3. Performance Metric

In this section, we describe the performance metric to evaluate the performance of the proposed
scheme compared to previous works. The first component of the performance metric is overhead
performance, which consists of downlink and uplink aspects. There are two kinds of uplink reporting
messages. The first one is the “periodic channel state information reference signal (CSI-RS) report”
reporting the reference-signal-received-power (RSRP) information and beam ID periodically [18].
The second one is the MR, reporting RSRP and beam or cell ID which satisfies the measurement event
condition. It is used in the proposed scheme, and in [25]. Therefore, the uplink overhead can be
calculated from the message size of “periodic CSI-RS report” in the physical-uplink-control-channel
(PUCCH) and MR in the physical-uplink-shared-channel (PUSCH). The size of the single periodic
CSI-RS report message, MCSI-RS, can be calculated as [40]

MCSI-RS = dlog2KSSB
s e+ dlog2KCSI-RS

s e+ MRSRP, (16)

where KSSB
s , KCSI-RS

s are the number of the SSB and CSI-RS beams, respectively. MRSRP is the bits for
representing RSRP, which usually comprises 7-bits. Furthermore, the size of a single MR containing
the information of the SSB measurement result MMR can be calculated as [16,25]

MMR = Mdefault + NSSB

[
MRSRP + dlog2KSSB

s e
]

, (17)

where Mdefault is a default size of the MR message and NSSB is the number of reported beams.
In addition, each single message size of downlink beam-switching and handover command are defined
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as MBS and MHO, respectively. Next, RLF rates, beam switching failure (BSF) rates, and the handover
failure (HOF) rates can be calculated from the number of RLF, too-early handover, too-late handover,
too-late beam switching, and early beam-switching versus the number of attempted handover (HO)
and beam switching (BS). The other performance metric is a 3-dB loss probability representing the
accuracy of beam-pair selection. The 3-dB loss probability is represented as [41]

P3dB = P [ζ > 2] , (18)

where ζ is the definition of the power loss, i.e., the ratio of the RSRP value between the selected beam
pair s and best beam pair among the m-possible beam pair set B. It can be represented as

ζ =
maxm∈BRSRPm

RSRPs
. (19)

Table 1 lists the description of symbols used in this section.

Table 1. Description of symbols.

Symbol Description

θ, θs Vertical angle, main beam direction of vertical angle
φ, φs Horizontal angle, main beam direction of horizontal angle

p Index of the antenna elements in horizontal direction
r Index of the antenna elements in vertical direction
I Set of users in the system
i Index of the user
L Set of main beam candidates

l, ls Index of the beam, index of the serving beam for i-th user
K Set of cells in the system

k, ks Index of the cell, index of the serving cell for i-th user
d Distance between user and cell in meter
B Set of possible beam-pair between user and cell

3. Unific-Measurement-Based Beam Switching and Handover Scheme

In this section, we propose a unific-measurement-based beam switching and handover scheme
that improve the mobility performance in mmWave massive MIMO networks. First, we define
a new measurement event that leads to a trigger for both beam switching and handover. Next,
we introduce the entire procedure of beam switching and handover that can be operated based on
3GPP specifications.

3.1. Proposed Measurement Event for Beam Switching and Handover

We assume that all cells in the system use the same carrier frequency and the same system
bandwidth. In addition, we assume that the hysteresis or frequency offset related parameters are set as
zero for the serving cell. Then, we define “event A3 entering state” at the i-th user as

p(k)gt(l)h(k, i) + Ocn(k, l, ls) > p(ks)gt(ls)h(ks, i) + O f f (ls), ∀k ∈ K, ∀l ∈ L, ∀i ∈ I , (20)

where Ocn(k, l, ls) is the “beam individual offset” that indicates the specific offset value for the l-th
neighbor beam of the k-th cell in the serving beam ls of the serving cell ks. O f f (ls) is the “A3-offset” that
indicates the value for all neighboring beams in the serving beam. p(k)gt(l)h(k, i) and p(ks)gt(ls)h(ks, i)
are RSRP from the l-th neighbor beam in the serving beam ls measured at the i-th user, as specified
in Equation (8). After event A3 entering state is triggered, we can determine whether the entering state
is a HO or BS.
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3.2. Proposed Beam Switching and Handover Procedure

As described in the 3GPP specification, each beam in a single-gNB can have its own mobility
parameters. However, each value has to be set by the same configuration of the layer-3 (network
layer) including the radio-resource-control (RRC) sub-layer. Thus, the beam switching in the same
cell is performed in a simpler manner than the handover procedure as shown in Figure 2. There is
only one process that needs to be updated by a new control information: “target beam sends new
measurement control information.” Therefore, the overall switching process is much shorter than that
of the handover process. For conventional handover, the measurement control information includes
parameters such as Ocn(k, l, ls), O f f (ks), and time-to-trigger (TTT). Concerning the beam-switching,
the serving beam also sets the measurement control information for a user. After the parameters are
set, the user can measure the signals from the neighbor cells and beams. If the user recognizes the
event A3 entering state between two beams, it measures the time of the met-condition of the event for
a TTT parameter. If TTT expires, the user sends an MR for a BS or HO. After the serving cell receives
an MR, BS, or HO is started based on the following condition:

k ∈ K, k 6= ks, l ∈ L, (21)

k = ks, l 6= ls, l ∈ L, (22)

where (21) implies that the target beam (l) is from a cell (k) is different from the serving cell, ks.
Equation (22) implies that the target beam (l) is not the serving beam (ls) but is from the same serving
cell, ks. The serving cell initiates a handover procedure when the condition (21) is satisfied while a
beam switching is initiated when condition (22) is satisfied. The beam switching process is shown in
Figure 2. The handover process is the same as shown in the 3GPP specification [42].

Layer3 Layer2 PHY
S Beam 

PHY
S Beam 
Layer2

T Beam 
PHY

T Beam 
Layer2

gNB 
Layer3

UE gNB

Measurement control information 

Measurement report

Switching the 
user data scheduling

Beam switching 
decision

Measurement control
information

Measurement control ACK (RRC connection reconfiguration complete)

Measurement control ACK (RRC connection reconfiguration complete)

Packet data Packet dataPacket data

Packet data Packet dataPacket data

Figure 2. Beam switching process in the proposed scheme.

4. User Finite State Machine for Proposed Scheme

In this section, we describe the novel user finite state machine (FSM) that operates with beam
switching and handover. It is obtained using the FSM mathematical model as

FSM = (C,S , S0, δ,F ), (23)

where C = {c1, c2, · · · , c15} is a set that represents state transition rules. S =

{S0, S1, · · · , S11, F1, F2, · · · , F7} is a set of states S and final states F, and S0 is an initial state of the FSM
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model. In addition, δ is a state transition that can be shown as δ : S ×C → S , andF = {F1, F2, · · · , F7}
is a set of final states F, which is a subset of S . A diagram of the novel user FSM model is shown
in Figure 3.

S9: RLF

S10: Beam switching

S11: Unintended 
mobility

F1: RLF

F2: Too late beam 
switching

F3: Too late 
handover failure

F4: Handover success

F5: Too early 
handover failure

F6: Beam switching 
success

F7: Early beam 
switching

S0: Normal S1: Out-of-Sync S2: RLF

S3: Measurement
S4: Measurement 

and Recovery
S5: TTT expiry

S6: Mobility
S7: Handover 
preparation

S8: Handover 
execution

c1

c2 c2 c4 c4

c3 c4

c1 c8

c6

c5

c7

c9

c12

c13

c14

c12

c11c10

c14

c15

c15

c13

c14

Figure 3. User finite state machine for proposed scheme.

4.1. State Transition Rules

In this FSM model, we describe state transition rules to explain the scenario of state machines.
The i-th user follows the state transition rules at every subframe (1 ms).

State transition rules:
c1. γi > Qin,ks .
c2. event A3 entering state.
c3. γi < Qout,ks .
c4. T310 expiry, T310(i) = T310set(ls).
c5. TTT expiry, TTT(i) = TTTset(ls).
c6. TTT(i) = TTTset(ls) and γi > Qin,ks .
c7. Nr(i) < Nset(ls).
c8. Nr(i) = Nset(ls).
c9. triggered beam switching, satisfied (22).
c10. triggered handover, satisfied (21).
c11. Tp,i = Tp.
c12. γi < γth.
c13. γi > γth.
c14. reselect source beam.
c15. reselect target beam,

where Qin,ks is a threshold value to determine if the channel recovery is successful. Qout,ks is a threshold
value to determine if a channel status is too poor quality to maintain communication. T310set(ls) is a
timer for waiting for the recovery. Once i-th user recognizes the channel state is out-of-sync, such as
data pending or no ACK, T310(i) is initiated. TTTset(ls) is a time-to-trigger (TTT) of serving beam
ls. Once the i-th user goes to the “event A3 entering state”, TTT(i) is initiated from 0. After TTT(i)
increases and becomes the same value as TTTset(ls), the user can send an MR for notifying the “event
is triggered” to the serving cell. Nset(ls) is the maximum-number of MR for a user in the serving
beam, ls. MR can be executed multiple times without any beam switching nor handover; nonetheless,
the number of sent MRs at the i-th user, Nr(i), cannot exceed Nset(ls). Tp is the handover preparation
time, and γth is the SINR of guaranteeing the success of handover or beam switching via random
access of the target.
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4.2. Scenarios

In this section, we explain seven scenarios in the user FSM that can occur when a user is activated
under various mobile communication environments. It can be determined by the final states F in
Figure 3. We first explain the RLF condition in Figure 3. If a user notices the channel state is not good
enough to continue data transmission (i.e., c1. γi < Qout,ks ), the user waits until the channel state is
recovered (i.e., c3. γi > Qin,ks ) during the T310 period. If the channel state is not recovered after c4
(i.e., T310 is expired) or there is no remaining MR that the user can send (i.e., c8. Nr(i) = Nset(ls)),
it declares RLF. Furthermore, during mobility, if the SINR is lower than the SINR threshold, i.e., c12.
γi < γth, it also declares RLF. The description of each scenario is provided below:

F1: “RLF”—the case where RLF occurs before the serving beam triggers beam switching or
handover. Then, the user has to recover the connection with the serving beam.

F2: “Too late beam switching”—the case where RLF occurs with the serving beam and recovers
the connection with the target beam.

F3: “Too late handover failure”—the case where RLF occurs with the serving beam and recovers
the connection with the target cell.

F4: “Handover success”—the case where handover to the target cell is a success, with no RLF.
F5: “Too early handover failure”—the case where RLF occurs immediately after the user is

connected to a target cell and recovers the connection with the source beam.
F6: “Beam switching success”—the case where beam switching with the target beam is a success,

with no RLF.
F7: “Early beam switching”—the case where RLF or data pending occurs immediately after the

user is connected to a target beam, and the user recovers the data channel to the source beam.

5. Numerical Results

5.1. Simulation Environment

We consider mmWave massive MIMO networks with two-deployment scenarios:
(1) single-gNB-single-sector with 23 dBm gNB Tx power case and (2) an ultradense-networks
(UDN) environment with 23 dBm gNB Tx power case. In the UDN case, we consider 50 gNBs are
deployed in 0.1× 0.1 km2 area, and each gNB has 3-sectors; i.e., 3-cells. Each cell has 18-candidate
beams in the scenario of the single-gNB and 6-candidate beams in the UDN scenario. Each cell
activates at least one beam corresponding to the attached users. We assume that an 8× 8 ULA antenna
of the cell and a 4× 4 ULA antenna of the user are aligned for the maximum gain at the receiver.
That is, the user always can find the best Rx beam to the Tx beam from the cell. There is always one
stationary user per cell. Furthermore, there are one or five moving users with a uniform distribution
in the area. The speed of all users is 16.7 m/s. Table 2 lists the other parameters considered for
the simulation.

Table 2. System parameters.

Parameter Description Symbol Value

Carrier frequency fc 28 GHz
System bandwidth BW 500 MHz

Pathloss probability coefficients aout, bout, aLOS 1/30.0 m, 5.2, 1/67.1 [32,37,38]
Pathloss coefficients αLOS, βLOS, αNLOS, βNLOS 61.4, 2, 72.0, 2.92 [32,37,38]

Standard deviation for log-normal shadow fading σLOS, σNLOS 5.8 dB, 8.7 [32,37,38]
Time to trigger TTT 40 ms [16]

Entering and escaping threshold of state S1 Qout,ks , Qin,ks −8 dB, −5 dB [16]
Waiting timer to decide to escape from state S1 T310 50 ms [16]

Bits for SSB and CSI-RS ID KSSB
s , KCSI-RS

s 6 bits, 4 bits [40]
Bits for RSRP and default MR MRSRP, Mdefault 7 bits, 184 bits [25,40]

Bits for downlink BS command MBS 28 bits [25]
Bits for downlink HO command MHO 288 bits [25]
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5.2. Performance Evaluation

We compare the performance of the proposed scheme with the conventional inter-beam-handover
(IBH) scheme [25] and beam management (BM) scheme [18,43,44]. We consider that the period of
CSI-RS report in the conventional BM scheme is four slots. We show the performance result in
single-gNB and UDN environments, respectively. First, we show uplink overhead performance
by the PUCCH, PUSCH, and total uplink overhead. Total uplink overhead is the sum of PUCCH
and PUSCH overhead. PUCCH and PUSCH overhead is calculated by (16) and (17). Furthermore,
we show the downlink overhead performance, and the results of the successful mobility attempts. That
is, downlink overhead performance is obtained by MBS × number of BS attempts× (1− BSF rate) +
MHO × number of HO attempts× (1−HOF rate). In addition, we show the 3-dB loss probability
calculated by (18). The beam switching failure (BSF), HOF, RLF rates are counted by the result of the
scenarios in Figure 3. We show the SINR results calculated based on (8).

In the single-gNB case, there is no cell-level mobility but beam-level mobility. Figure 4 shows the
results of the overhead, the number of mobility attempts, and the number of mobility failure under the
single-gNB scenario for three schemes. Because there is no cell-level mobility, all results are presented
in terms of intra-cell and inter-beams performance. The result shows that the total uplink overhead in
the proposed scheme and the conventional IBH scheme is smaller than that in the conventional BM
scheme. This is because the proposed scheme and the conventional IBH scheme send MR only after
TTT expiry, whereas the conventional BM scheme sends the CSI-RS report every 4 ms. Users with
the proposed scheme use PUSCH to send the MR while users with the conventional BM use PUCCH
to send the periodic CSI-RS report. The PUCCH load is more significant than the PUSCH load in
terms of uplink overhead because each user requires PUCCS independently while PUSCH can be
shared by users and this. This fact is a significant factor for the overhead usage for densely deployed
users, which is another advantage of the proposed scheme, particularly for the 5G NR systems. Due to
the considerably high number of beam reports, there are many occurrences of beam switching in
the conventional BM case that results in significant downlink overhead requirements. This indicates
that the proposed scheme has a better performance in downlink overheads compared to that of the
conventional BM scheme. We find that the 3-dB loss probability performance with the proposed
scheme is slightly lower than that with the conventional BM case. This is because the BM scheme’s
frequent periodic report makes it easier for refined TRP compared to event-triggered MR. However,
it may lead to a mobility failure caused by early-beam switching, and the RLF and BSF rates are worse
than those of the proposed scheme.

In Figure 5a, the proposed scheme shows considerable performance improvement compared
to the conventional schemes in the practical environment system of the UDN scenario. Owing to
the massive number of the measurement targets (cell and beams) and the environment where both
cell-level and beam-level mobilities occur, there are two main differences between the single-gNB and
UDN environments. First, overall overhead and mobility attempts are increased in UDN environments
compared to the single-gNB environments as shown in Figure 5a,b. Second, the proposed scheme
significantly outperforms the conventional IBH scheme in practical UDN environments in terms of
the overhead and RLF rate performance. Furthermore, the proposed scheme also clearly outperforms
the other two conventional schemes in terms of the mobility attempts performance. If there are many
adjacent cells and available beams and if the system can provide a better channel status with beam
switching, the BS is considered as a better solution than the handover because of the overhead saving.
As shown in Figure 5b, the proposed scheme provides more BS attempts than the other two schemes
while maintaining the minimum number of total mobility attempts. In Figure 5c,d, the proposed
scheme shows the best 3-dB loss probability and the lowest RLF rate. Thus, with the proposed scheme,
the system can provide better channel quality to users while the uplink and downlink overhead are
kept low.
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Figure 4. Simulation results in single-gNB environment. (a) overhead performance, (b) mobility
attempts, (c) mobility failure rates, (d) 3 dB-loss probability.
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Figure 5. Results under the UDN scenario. (a) overhead performance, (b) mobility attempts, (c) mobility
failure rates, (d) 3-dB loss probability.

Figures 6 and 7 show the SINR distribution of users in the single-gNB and UDN environment,
respectively. In the single-gNB case as shown in Figure 6, the IBH and the proposed scheme show
the same performances while the conventional BM scheme shows slightly better performance due to
better TRP selection based on highly frequent CSI-RS report which causes significant overhead usage.
However, in the UDN case as shown in Figure 7, owing to better accuracy of beam-pair selection (i.e.,
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3-dB loss probability) of the proposed scheme, the SINR also shows superior performance than the
other two schemes. In particular, in terms of the SINR of the 5-% tile (i.e., the meaning of the outage
performance), the proposed scheme is superior to the other schemes. If we use the multi-user-MIMO
for increased throughput, the spectral efficiency performance of the proposed scheme can be worse
than that of the BM scheme. This is because frequent periodic CSI-RS reports of the BM scheme makes
it easier to find multiple-independent channel links. However, if we apply the periodic report in the
proposed scheme as in the conventional BM scheme, we can achieve increased spectral efficiency by
sacrificing the overhead performance as a trade-off.
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Figure 6. SINR results in relation to 3-schemes in single-gNB environment.
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Figure 7. SINR results in relation to 3-schemes in the UDN environment.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a mobility management scheme for 5G mmWave massive MIMO
networks based on the unific measurement report for both cell-level handover and beam-level
switching. We proposed a novel user’s state machine to evaluate the mobility performance for a
practical 5G mobile communication system. With the state machine, we evaluated several important
performance metrics such as uplink and downlink overhead, RLF rates, SINR, and accuracy of
beam-pair selection in the system-level-simulation. Our algorithm obtained higher gain of the
performance under the UDN scenario compared to the scenario of the single-gNB in terms of overhead
and RLF rates compared to the conventional schemes. Therefore, the proposed scheme showed more
effective results under the practical scenario where both handover and beam switching are considered
rather than an ideal scenario where only beam-switching is considered as in the previous works.
Furthermore, our algorithm achieved considerable improvements in terms of overhead performance,
low RLF rates, the accuracy of beam pair selection, and SINR performances in the environment close
to the practical system.
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BM Beam management
BS Beam switching
BSF Beam switching failure
CSI-RS Channel state information reference signal report
FSM Finite-state-machine
gNB Next-generation-Node-B
HO Handover
HOF Handover failure
IA Initial access
IBH Inter-beam-handover
LOS Line-of-sight
MMIMO(massive MIMO) Massive multiple-input-multiple-output
MR Measurement-report
NLOS Non-line-of-sight
PUCCH Physical-uplink-control-channel
PUSCH Physical-uplink-shared-channel
QoS Quality-of-service
RLF Radio Link failure
RSRP Reference-signal-received-power
Rx Receiver
SINR Signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio
SLS System-level-simulation
SSB Synchronization-symbol-burst
TRP Tx-Rx beam-pair
TTT Time-to-trigger
Tx Transmitter
UDN Ultra-dense-networks
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